WEANER AND FINISHER PEN

- The pen is designed to give the pig the best possible welfare.
- Gates are easy to handle with one hand.
- Easier work day due to healthier pigs.
- Simple construction = few spare parts.
- Low freight costs.
- Unique system – stand out from the crowd.
- Good climate lower heat stress.
- Easy cleaning – limits bacterial growth.
- Panel and grid module can be re-used and changed as needed.
Gates can be opened in all 4 directions, however it is important that when the gate is closed all 4 fixing points are closed too.

The nest cover can be pushed back and forth to watch the animals or adjust the heat.

Dimensions center post measurements:

All measures in mm
TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS:
All posts and brackets are made of galvanized steel. Posts 35x35x3mm. Posts height 800mm (Weaner) or 1000mm (Finisher). Panels and contact grid are made of high streng composites. Panels/contact grid height 800mm (Weaner) or 1000mm (Finisher). Panels/contact grid length 800mm, 1200mm or 1600mm.
PRODUCT INFO:
• Available in two standard designs: Closed and open sides.
• Fits all known requirements world wide.
• Designed to optimize the climate in combi-tunnel/tunnel ventilation farms.

CONTACT GRID:
• Contact grid is made to give best possible ventilation.
• Special developed plastic with extra strength and durability.
• No sharp edges.
• The grid can easily be shortened without corrosion.
• Ellipse form on horizontal bars gives less turbulence than round.
• Un-aligned bars gives higher strength.
• Climbing nearly impossible – minimal injuries.